Climate & Ecological
Emergency Exhibition
This CEE exhibition is being held throughout
November to tie in with COP26 - the global
climate change conference being hosted by the
UK. All art has been created and submitted by
local residents.
We want the art to encourage you to reflect on the
environmental challenges that lie ahead of us, but
also provide an opportunity to learn about the
available solutions, inspire people to get involved
in local action to reduce emissions, support
biodiversity and live more sustainably. If you
would like to get involved in local action, visit:

www.dacorum.gov.uk/dacorumcan

'Nearly Fantasy' Series - Emma Bayfield
These paintings are part of a growing series called ’Nearly Fantasy’, created to raise
awareness of endangered species and the human-triggered 6th mass extinction event.
The works have a surreal edge, as if the animals have been painted from a dream or a
memory — because if we don’t act now to halt unprecedented biodiversity loss, that is all
they will be. Follow the artist on Instagram @emmabayfield_art to find out where you
can purchase her artwork.

‘Sea Turtle’ - Emma Bayfield
Sea turtle populations are decimated by poaching and exploitation, plastic and oil
pollution, and climate change. They are also killed by accident as bycatch due to
destructive fishing methods.
Almost all species of sea turtle are listed as endangered or critically endangered.

‘Pangolin’ - Emma Bayfield
As well as suffering from habitat loss, pangolins are some of the most trafficked
animals in the world, killed for their meat, scales and skin.
All eight species of pangolin are on the Red List of Threatened Species.

‘Iberian Lynx’ - Emma Bayfield
The Iberian lynx is one of the world's most endangered feline species. It has been brought
to the brink of extinction by poaching, habitat loss, and the decline of its main prey species.
In 2002 there were only 94 Iberian lynxes left.
The good news is, due to conservation efforts, their numbers are now increasing!
It is possible, with will and effort, to repair the damage we have done.

‘Asian Elephant’ - Emma Bayfield
Asian elephants are listed as endangered by the IUCN. Many factors have led to this, for
example the ivory trade, habitat destruction and conflicts with local people.
Elephants are used as working animals in Asia and are commonly exploited for human
entertainment.

My nightmare vision of climate change for Hemel - John David O'Dell
This is my vision of climate change for Hemel after having a similar nightmare one
night this June.

‘Non-seeing Owl’ - David Satchel
This is my version of an ancient Chinese satirical comment on authority. He is not winking.
Instead he has one eye closed so that he doesn’t see what he ought to see. The other eye is
watching for things he prefers to look at. To me he sums up the behaviour of many world
leaders and managers of giant industries in dealing with the Climate Change Emergency.

‘One World’ - Aditi Bij
“My artwork shows that the world is a big place and needs to be protected by the people living in it.
The one continuous line of green shows the unity in our world and that we need to create in order to
become a fair world. We must give Mother Earth the respect she deserves for all that we take from her.
Heaven is a place on Earth. One World. Our World”.

‘Tree leaves’
This piece relates to the smaller leaf painting however this one represents the bigger atmosphere and
world. All leaves come in different colours, shapes and sizes but this piece shows unity in some very
rare occasions of leaves falling in the autumn.

‘A single leaf’
This piece shows that one single leaf falling from a tree can have a huge affect in all living
environments. It can even affect our happiness if we like crunching the leaves! The green background
represents the environment and the white represents all that surrounds it.

‘Up into space’
This piece shows that anything if possible to follow your dreams even going into the biggest
atmospheres on earth. Aeroplanes can take us anywhere so why can’t our dreams.

‘Respect All Nature On Land’ - Michael Harris Wilson
I am a creative and conservation artist who enjoys producing colourful and pleasing artworks.
My aim is to brighten up and help improve the well-being of people, and inspire them to
incorporate art and nature into their lives. Creativity is part of me, which goes hand in hand
with a deep respect of and interest in, our natural environment.
My ongoing Conservation series of paintings, asks the viewer to be aware, think, and consider
the impact of our actions on this world’s environment. My new work currently in progress, will
be used to support the U.K.’s conservation and protection of nature on land and in water.

‘Save our Planet’ - Jacqueline Hine
Save our Planet before climate devastation is irreversible…

Space needed for butterflies - David Satchel
Professor Alice Roberts is an inspiration to us all with information about wildlife and
human behaviour. She is seen here with a butterfly who needs to be free. If this was a
real scene I'm sure she would open the window as soon as the rain stops!

Nature does well when left alone - David Satchel
This scene is on the edge of an old chalk pit in Shrub Hill Common, Hemel Hempstead,
where I have seen rusting motor scooters and often the remains of fires. Nature has a
great ability to survive despite the ravages of human activity.

‘Wood Cock Hill Pink Sky Sandridge’ - Anne Marie Whitton
This is a mixed media painting I created during lockdown. My walks took me to our
local woodland area and I became interested in Wood Cock Hill a view from the fields.
Every time I went there the weather changed, the sky was magnificent and the land was
colourful. So I wanted to capture these environmental moods in my painting.
We must preserve what is on our door step and loved it for ever.
We must save our natural places for the future generations.

Hemel Hempstead Heaven and Hell – David Satchel
Two opposite views of St. Mary’s church.
Gadebridge Park, Hemel Hempstead, features the recent beautiful improvements… and a
real rainbow.
The other shows the horror of fossil fuel burning at Buncefield Depot in December 2005.

The Joy of One Tree in Three Seasons - David Satchel
Everyone should plant at least one tree because trees act as carbon sinks and store
millions of tonnes of CO2. As well as preserving rainforests we need to cut CO2
emissions now and permanently.

Blue, Black & White - Abu Jafar
This year is one of the most difficult years as Covid19 and climate change. Suddenly frozen
our creative act and numb almost every aspect of our normal life as we know off. As an artist,
my humble mind was wondering how to put these into my creativity and began some painting
to explore my innersole. This painting titled "Blue, Black & White" is a metaphor for what I
have experienced myself and around me. It reflects the emotions, sorrow, pain, and the
unknown reality of what we have become. Save the world when we can....!!!!

Blah, Blah, Hope - Carole Billingham
The waters are rising, the planet is burning but the planet is held in
the belly of Gaia the earth mother. There is hope.

‘Lone Reflection’ - John O’Brien
Flooded Gadebridge Park, August 2020

Tom C Willmott

Martin Parr
Red Kites
Red Kites were nearly wiped out in the UK due to persecution, by the early 1900s only a few
breeding pairs remained. Thankfully, due to the work of conservationists, the species was
saved from national extinction by one of the world's longest-running protection programmes
that took place in the Chilterns and started in 1989.
The birds now have a thriving population and are a common site across Dacorum.

‘Flowers Matter’ - Manamohan Panda
Flowers such as Bluebells are so beautiful and unique with many different varieties and
shapes to adore, yet they are under threat locally from habitat destruction. Every year and
every season they remind us about our existence and to make conscious decisions about how
should we be appreciating our planet.

‘Damaged Fragments’ - Alana Davies
Humans have a huge contribution to the changing of our Earth and I would like
this image to show how the different fragments represent the many aspects of
damage we put on the Earth causing it to change for the worse.

‘Hemel From Above’ - Jason Ford
In Dacorum, 41% of our borough’s carbon footprint comes from transport,
22% from industrial and commercial energy, and 34% from our homes.
We need to halve our carbon footprint by 2025 to be on track for stopping climate change.

A Sample of Hertfordshire’s Birds - Martin Parr

A Sample of Hertfordshire’s Insects - Martin Parr

Peter J Barley

‘What goes around comes around’ - Manamohan Panda
Humanity clearing habitat for survival but at the cost of their own being.
What are the solutions? They need to come fast and at scale.

‘Future Generations’ - Melanie Parr
If we don’t act now on the Climate and Ecological Emergencies and learn to live
sustainably, we will be leaving a broken world for our future generations.

‘Poppy’ - Martin Parr
In recent decades poppies have declined due to extensive herbicide use and intensive agricultural practises. However, they can still be abundant
in unsprayed corn fields as their seed can survive in the soil seed bank for up to 80 years, bursting into life, if given a chance.

Grass snake - Martin Parr

‘Jumping Spider’ - Will Jobbins
This photo won a recent Wild Snaps photography competition, run by Hertfordshire Wildlife Trust, out of over 450 photos.
The spider is Marpissa muscosa, the fence-post jumping spider.
They are the largest jumping spiders in the UK, at up to 9-10mm in length.
It is quite rare in the UK, but the strongest populations are west of London, including the Colne Valley.

‘Don’t worry, bee happy’
Claudia Jones
Bee orchids can occasionally be found around
Hemel Hempstead if you look hard enough.
In recent years they have seen a steady
decline due to over mowing of their natural
habitat, often close to paths.

‘Butterfly Effect’ - Claudia Jones
Butterflies are highly sensitive to weather and
climate. They depend on environmental cues to
trigger reproduction, migration and hibernation.
They face a decline in their winter habitat due to
the increased frequency of extreme weather
events such as drought, severe storms and
extremes in hot and cold temperatures.

‘Extinct’ Beetle found in Dacorum
Martin Parr
The Bee-eating beetle (Trichodes apiaries)
- was thought to have died out in the UK by
around the middle of the 19th century. Its last
early confirmed record appears to have been
about 1830, from Kent.
A 2017 report from Norfolk may have been
imported with a bee hotel. But that was the
only other UK record until August 2019 when
I found this specimen at Paradise fields.
Whether this too was imported with goods is
not known. It has a damaged wing so is
unlikely to have flown from Europe unaided or it it possibly breeding again locally?
This shows how vital our green spaces are
to wildlife, even small local patches like
Paradise fields can have unexpected
surprises!

‘Locally extinct moth gives developers a headache’
Martin Parr
The Forester moth (Adscita statices) had not been
seen in Hertfordshire for almost 50 years, but I found
this one in a grassy field in Maple Cross in July 2021
and it recently made headline news.
The field is the focus of a fierce battle with developers
who want to build two giant warehouses on the site but the moth is a National Priority Species, and so
needs to be legally protected .
The warehouses are a speculative venture by a group
of investors who hope to make millions out of
"developing" the site. But local residents and the
nature reserve next to the site are fighting hard to
stop it.
Lets hope they succeed and the moth is saved along
with all the other wildlife that would be sacrificed for
the profit of a few rich investors!

‘Frosty Morning’ - Tom C Willmott
Everything around us can look amazing, you just need to look at it from a new perspective

‘The Coming Storm’ - John Palmer
Irreversible climate change is coming, if we don’t act now.

‘Natures connections’ - Alana Davies
My work is inspired by the idea that humans and nature are linked, and everything we do affects nature. The head dispersing into
birds demonstrates that we lose who we are whilst we are taking advantage of nature, often causing events such as climate change.

‘Make a wish’ - Claudia Jones
There have been many superstitions attached to dandelions over the years, one of which being that if you close your eyes,
make a wish and blow. My wish is that people stop pretending and take climate change seriously.

‘Stuck in a rut’ - Martin Parr
Rutting season is a great time to get exciting photos of stags, but being stuck in a rut is no good thing.
Nature is crying out for world leaders to step up and take meaningful action on solving the climate and ecological emergency.

‘Playtime is over’ - Martin Parr
This flooded children’s playground in Gadebridge serves as a poignant reminder of the future we are leaving behind for our future generations.

LOCAL FLOODING EVENTS
During Summer 2020, Dacorum experienced
torrential rain and severe flooding.
Many roads, homes, shops, offices and parks
were affected and buildings, vehicles and
trees were damaged. Local residents shared
their images of how the floods impacted them.
Flash flooding events will be more frequent
in the future due to climate change.

Butterfly World 2.0
The goal of Butterfly World 2.0 is the recreation of
wildflower meadows, through consultation with
landowners to benefit pollinators.
Volunteers gather seeds, sow wildflower meadows,
monitor and ID wildlife and engage with the local
community to raise awareness about the
importance of these habitats and species
- as shown in these volunteer images.

Butterfly World 2.0
Wildflower meadows are one of the rarest habitats
in the UK and we have lost an astonishing 97% of them since
the 1930’s. They are a crucial habitat for supporting a wide
variety of species - as shown by this array of volunteers
photos. This is why recreating these habitats and also having
bug hotels is so important. Meadows also have a role to play
in helping to store carbon.

‘Wildlife Conservation - Brazil and Borneo’ - Melanie Parr
Brazil - The forests in Brazil are often called “the lungs of our planet”, and with good reason - they are crucial in our fight
against climate change due to the amount of carbon the trees store. However, in spite of this, deforestation in Brazil has soared
to a 12 year high. Huge areas are slashed and burned every year to make way for cattle ranches and to grow soya which is used
in animal feed worldwide, including here in the UK. This is why there is a direct correlation between eating meat and dairy
and rainforest destruction, even if the animals are reared locally. The more deforestation occurs, the more likely wildfires are,
which kill yet even more hundreds of thousands of species.
A project in the Atlantic Forest is working with the community and responsible local farmers to raise awareness and education
and encourage landowners to have more trees. Volunteers help this project to plant trees at no cost the landowners. The above
landscape photo shows areas that have been reforested - the forested areas are only 30 years old after the area had been used
for mining!
Help protect rainforests by reducing your meat and dairy consumption and supporting projects that plant trees in these
damaged areas.
Borneo - In just 50 years Borneo has lost over half of its forests due to agricultural practices. Orangutans are one of the keystone species that live in these forests and their populations have declined drastically in the past century and they are now
critically endangered, with a real risk of them becoming extinct in the next few decades. This is largely due to palm oil and
timber. Palm oil is used in nearly 50% of the packaged products we find in UK supermarkets, everything from pizza and
chocolate, to shampoo and toothpaste.
A tropical peatland scientific research and conservation project in Borneo is working to help study and protect a region of
forest that was previously heavily logged. Volunteers and staff gather data which is used in scientific reports and to help lobby
for further protection. During my time here I was involved in tracking and studying a range of species including orangutans,
gibbons, sun-bears and butterflies. We also monitored and measured the trees and worked to plant more trees.
Avoiding palm oil entirely is not the solution, but it is important to buy products that are RSPO sustainably certified and less
processed.

‘Wildlife Conservation - Thailand and Malaysia’ - Melanie Parr
Gibbons - Poached to extinction in Phuket, Thailand, due to their use in the tourist trade as photo props, a local
project works hard to rescue and rehabilitate gibbons back into the wild. Young orphans need to be bottle-fed by
volunteers, before they can be paired with another to create a family unit and then eventually released. This is a
long and complicated process. Whilst volunteering here I was fortunate to be able to help with a rare release,
which as it was such an accomplishment conservation, was filmed by the BBC. Never pay to have your photo
taken with wild animals when you are on holiday.

Elephants - Elephant trekking is an incredibly unethical industry, with elephants horrifically abused, overworked and mistreated their whole lives. A Thai rescue centre takes on elephants that have been abandoned and
cares for them.
Johnny (pictured left) is one of the elephants who lives at the rescue centre happily, this is him slapping me with
his ear because I was feeding him too slowly. Whilst I volunteered here we had a new arrival who had been used
for trekking for decades, but had recently had a fall and was badly hurt and unable to work so the owners sold it to
the rescue centre, we hoped she would finally be able to enjoy a new life of freedom. However, on arrival she was
very unwell. Volunteers did their best to give medical treatment, but sadly she died later that night– she had
literally been worked to death. Never pay to ride elephants.
Sea Turtles and Coral - Sea turtles are endangered due to destruction of feeding and nesting habitats, pollution
and poaching. A project in Malaysia works with volunteers and locals to monitor and protect a nesting beach
every night. Volunteers retrieve freshly laid eggs and move them to the safety of the hatchery to prevent them
being stolen by poachers. During my time here I came face-to-face with a poacher who was trying to break into
the hatchery on one of my night shifts.
Coral reefs are being lost due to climate change, bleaching events and environmental damage. Reefs support over a
quarter of all marine species and are critical eco-systems. This project had a coral nursery, which volunteers
helped to care for.

‘Wildlife Conservation - UK’ - Melanie Parr
There are numerous opportunities to support wildlife from your own home, volunteering, or even with the products you buy.

Birds - Bird populations in the UK have been slowly declining for several decades - for example Corn buntings have declined by
88% since 1970. This is due to a range of factors such as various changes in agriculture practices, loss of habitat, hunting by cats,
Conservationists monitor populations through various methods, many of which rely heavily on volunteer support, for example
RSPB’s Big Garden Bird Watch (which you can do from the comfort of your own home), as well as bird ringing.
Support bird populations by providing food and areas to roosting and build-nests from your garden or balcony.

Hedgehogs - These have seen a harsh decline of over 66% since 1995 and are now one of Britain’s most endangered species.
This is due to habitat loss, with fewer hibernation nesting opportunities; less availability for digging up food due to gardens
being paved over with materials such as concrete and astroturf; chemical use in gardens, such as insecticides; and road collisions.
Monitoring hedgehog populations can be done via footprint tunnels, and attaching tracker devices to their spines.
Support hedgehogs by providing suitable food, water (especially when it is hot), and a hibernation area in your garden.

Water voles - Britain’s most endangered mammal, their population fell by over 90% in just 10 years. This was largely due to
predation by the non-native American Mink as well as habitat loss. Today conservation projects are helping to bolster their
populations with monitoring programmes, breeding and release projects, and capture of American Minks using special raft traps.

Insects - Insect populations are declining dramatically, mostly due to overuse of pesticides in agriculture and habitat loss.
This is bad news for all species, including humans, as they are relied on for so many things, from pollinating plants and
bolstering biodiversity to being valuable food sources which support the entire food chain. Support insects by leaving areas of
your garden to grow wild, planting wildflowers, buying organic food and not using pesticide.

‘Ron Swanson with his wife and kids’ - Claudia Jones, Jay Birkett, Tom C Willmott, and Dan Stobbs
A growing family of swans has captured many local residents’ hearts. Swans are a protected species, and have several threats
including pollution of freshwater areas, litter, lead poisoning and entanglement in fishing equipment.

Art work from students at Adeyfield Academy
The students at Adeyfield Academy understand the need for urgent action to mitigate
Climate Change.
Climate Change is the biggest threat our civilisation has ever experienced and it is for
our future generations that we must act now; curb our emissions and all play our part.

‘Locked On’ - Leslie Tate
Our recent Extinction Rebellion London occupation was called the Impossible Rebellion (not to be
confused with Insulate Britain). At the start, on August 23rd, my wife ‘locked on’ with her arm
jammed in a metal tube for 22 hours. When the police cut her out, she was suffering dehydration,
blood pressure and nausea. She was taken straight to hospital where, because of Covid, I had to
wait outside for several hours before she was discharged.
Impossible Rebellion
The phone rings. The policeman says my wife’s been taken
from her protest action unwell.
The brightness dips. The life I’ve been holding close
is a dark flower, or the imprint of a flower, heeled into tarmac.
A shadow passes. A sudden shortening.
The wait outside the hospital is a lifetime.
Our deaths make time go on.
Future rights. Tipping points. The clock ticking down.
I’m looking at that long slope that leads to below.
It’s why we’re here with drums and flags raising the alarm,
and our bare flesh glued to wood and metal.
Let them take us while our hearts are still beating.
Our bodies are for the dark, the place of no return.
We are extinction flowers scattered on the ground.
The Earth’s more fragile than we thought.
And now the wait is over. As the police lift bodies,
you emerge as Euridice, born again on a shell of light.
There is no turning back.
Leslie Tate
www.leslietate.com
At the end, the poem reworks the story of Euridice. When she dies, her husband Orpheus goes
down to reclaim her, but at the last second, as they ascend from the depths, Orpheus looks back
to check if his wife’s behind him and Euridice fades back into the underworld. But in my poem my
wife emerges safe and sound.

‘Rainbow Puddle - Roger Leach

